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Abstract: Ultrasound measurement of adipose tissue offers an alternative measure of body com-
position with less technical skill requirement than skinfolds. However, the relationship between
skinfold and ultrasound measurements of adipose tissue is uncertain. The aim of this study was to
compare these measures in a healthy untrained male population. One hundred male participants
(aged 18–40 years) of varying body compositions had skinfold measures taken at the biceps, triceps
and front thigh sites. Ultrasound measures were also taken at the same sites using B-wave ultrasound
with a linear probe in the transverse plane. Strong, significant (p < 0.01), positive correlations were
observed between skinfold and ultrasound measures at the biceps (r = 0.828), triceps (r = 0.813),
and front thigh (r = 0.888) sites. However, there was significant (p < 0.01) variance between the
techniques at all measurement sites. Whilst skinfold and ultrasound measures of adipose tissue have
good linear agreement, skinfolds are consistently higher at all sites indicating a difference in the
nature of the tissue measured via each technique. The exact nature of the relationship should be
established on a population-specific basis.
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1. Introduction

The measurement of body composition is commonly used in sport and clinical physi-
ology to monitor aspects of performance and the health of populations [1,2]. Research has
examined both the accuracy and accessibility of body composition measurement in various
settings [3–5]. Anthropometric measurements are one of the most widely used methods of
measuring body composition [6]. However, the technical skill required in anthropometry
can lead to large errors, so research seeks to find less erroneous methods. A more recently
used method of measuring body composition is via the use of ultrasound imaging [7].

Ultrasound uses wave reflections of varying frequencies to form images that differ
according to the densities of the tissues [8]. Adipose tissue is made up of fat cells as well
as the accompanying supporting structures such as protein and water [9], and thus each
structure reflects the waves back at different speeds [7,10]. Thickness of adipose tissue,
muscle, and bone can be seen and measured in a cross-sectional image [11–13]. Ultrasound
is a low cost, rapid measurement and a noninvasive procedure; the operator, however,
needs awareness that excessive pressure on the skin when taking the measurements can
produce false data [14]. There is no standardized procedure for measurement of adipose
tissue layers via ultrasound [14,15].

Skinfold anthropometric measurements require the use of skinfold callipers to measure
the thickness of subcutaneous adipose tissue and to estimate body fat percentage [16].
The International Society for the Advancement of Kinanthropometry (ISAK), defines
eight skinfold sites in its Level One qualification [17]; these are universal, standardized
skinfold locations used in research [18]. The technique, while requiring practice and being
subject to human error, is quick and convenient, and the equipment needed can be easily
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transported [14]. However, the upper limit of skinfold callipers (~9 cm) and the increasing
error rate associated with larger skinfolds [19–21] results in a restriction of their application
in particularly overweight populations.

Research comparing ultrasound imaging and skinfold site measurement to assess
body composition is limited. Previous research has demonstrated a strong relationship
between ultrasound imaging and skinfold measurements as methods of measuring body
composition [7,21,22]. However, the studies involved either solely female participant
groups or a mixed sex cohort. Male and female adipose tissue appears to possess struc-
tural differences [23], and so should be assessed for measurement comparison separately.
Muller et al. [22] also indicated that there was greater agreement between measurement
techniques at specific skinfold sites, with images in locations such as the subscapular and
trunk being difficult to interpret. More research is required that compares the two tech-
niques for various populations at selected sites, so the use of ultrasound as an alternative
measure of adipose tissue can be ascertained.

This study will determine the relationship between skinfold measures of subcutaneous
adipose tissue and ultrasound imaging techniques at three skinfold sites (biceps, triceps
and front thigh). It is posited that the findings of this study will assist in obtaining accurate
and accessible measures of body composition in a clinical, health or elite athlete setting.

2. Materials and Methods

One hundred untrained but physically active males (mean [SD] 25.4 [6.0] y; 79.5 [17.2] kg;
1.8 [0.1] m) were recruited to the study from the local community. Participants provided
informed consent prior to participating in the study. The study received ethical approval
from the Institutional Human Ethics Committee.

Participants were tested on one occasion. Participants were instructed to attend a
testing session fully hydrated and having refrained from intense physical activity for the
24 h preceding testing. Participants’ biceps, triceps and front thigh skinfolds on the right
side of the body were measured using skinfold callipers (Harpenden Skinfold Calliper
F0120, Baty International, Burgess Hill, UK) by a Level 3 ISAK anthropometrist using
ISAK protocols [17], with a minimum of two measures taken at each site. If a difference
existed between the first two measures of <5% for skinfolds, a third measure was taken [17].
Ultrasound images were taken in triplicate at each site for each participant and the average
calculated.

Participants underwent ultrasound assessment of biceps, triceps and front thigh
skinfold sites using B-Wave ultrasound (u smart 3300, Terason, Burlington, MA, USA) with
a multifrequency linear transducer (5–12 MHz wave frequency). Images were taken in the
transverse plane with the participants standing with weight evenly distributed on both
legs [24]. The ultrasound probe was placed lightly on top of the skin with no pressure
applied to avoid compression of the skin and adipose tissue; inadvertent pressure has
produced inaccurate measures in past research [25].

Images were analysed for subcutaneous adipose thickness using the in-built callipers.
Adipose thickness was assessed as the distance between the skin–adipose-tissue interface
and adipose-tissue–muscle interface at the middle of the image [26].

All data points were converted into the same units, and SPSS (IBM SPSS statistics
version 26) was used to compare the measurements of ultrasound and skinfold sites.
The data were tested for normal distribution and three separate Pearson’s correlation
coefficient tests were presented for each skinfold site. Significance was set at p < 0.05 and the
resulting r value was compared to Cohen’s [27] guidelines on the strength of a correlation
(small = 0.1–0.29; medium = 0.3–0.49; large ≥ 0.5).

The difference between the two measurement techniques was calculated for each site.
A one-sample t-test was used to test the variance of the mean difference from zero with
significance set at p < 0.05.
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3. Results
3.1. Pearson’s Correlation

Strong positive correlations were shown between ultrasound and skinfold measure-
ment at the biceps (r = 0.83; 95% CI = 0.72–0.94), triceps (r = 0.81; 95% CI = 0.70–0.93) and
front thigh (r = 0.89; 95% CI = 0.80–0.98) site (all p < 0.001; see Figure 1). R2 values were
68.6, 66.1 and 78.9%, respectively.
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Figure 1. Pearson’s correlation of ultrasound adipose thickness against skinfold thickness for: (a) biceps measurement site;
(b) triceps measurement site; (c) front thigh measurement site.

3.2. Variance of Techniques

There was a significant difference between the two measurement techniques for the
biceps (M = 1.1, SD = 2.0 mm), triceps (M = 3.3, SD = 3.1 mm), and front thigh sites (M = 7.1,
SD = 5.7 mm) (all p < 0.001; Table 1).

Table 1. Mean (±standard deviation) measures at each site and the difference between the measures.

Measurement Site Skinfold (mm) Ultrasound (mm) Difference (mm)

Biceps 5.5 ± 3.1 4.4 ± 3.6 1.1 ± 2.0 *
Triceps 9.9 ± 5.0 6.6 ± 3.0 3.3 ± 3.1 *

Front Thigh 14.8 ± 9.0 7.6 ± 4.1 7.1 ± 5.7 *

* p < 0.01 when compared to zero difference.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this present study was to determine the relationship between skinfold
measures of subcutaneous adipose tissue and ultrasound imaging techniques at three
skinfold sites (biceps, triceps and front thigh). At all three skinfold sites, a significant,
strong, positive correlation was observed. However, the mean difference between the two
techniques differed significantly from zero for all three sites, with the skinfold technique
producing higher values than the ultrasound images, and so caution needs to be exercised
in directly comparing skinfold measures to ultrasound measures of adipose tissue.

The significant, strong, positive correlations for all sites found in the current study are
slightly lower than those found in various locations on the anterior thigh (r = 0.90–0.93)
in mixed-sex healthy adults [21], and are similar to that for the front thigh (r = 0.86) in
mixed-sex junior rowers [28], both with the knee flexed to 90◦. The addition of females into
the population group and the use of non-ISAK specific measurement sites may account
for the differences to the results from the current study. In fact, it has previously been sug-
gested that ISAK measurement sites do not fulfil the criteria for noncompressed ultrasound
measurements and so may result in inaccuracy in the ultrasound measurements in the
current data set [26]. Appropriate technique is important to acknowledge, since previous
technique comparison that failed to indicate standardization of technique has demonstrated
inconsistent linear relationships on various sites in normal and overweight military person-
nel [29]. Nonetheless, the current research demonstrates a significant linear relationship
between the two measurement techniques in a healthy, untrained, male population.

Figure 1 indicates that as values of adipose tissue get larger, the relationship between
skinfold and ultrasound measurement becomes less obvious (more points further away
from the linear trendline). The occurrence of more outliers being associated with greater
adipose tissue values was also observed in skinfold–ultrasound comparison studies look-
ing at the triceps skinfold site (r = 0.72) by Ng et al. [30] and various anterior thigh sites in
mixed-sex healthy adults [21]. When measuring larger adipose tissue thicknesses, results
may be limited by the skinfold exceeding the width of the calliper [31]. The calliper may just
fit around the skinfold but with difficulty, altering the method of measurement. On larger
skinfold measurements, the callipers may slip off the skinfold slightly, recording an inaccu-
rate measurement [32]. When adipose tissue is thicker, the ultrasound waves lose more
energy through absorption, reflection and scattering by attenuation [33]. In ultrasound
studies involving adipose tissue (both visceral and subcutaneous), ultrasound wave beams
were attenuated more in the thicker tissue due to the beam having to travel further [34].
Due to potential errors in measurement via both techniques, care should be taken when
interpreting larger adipose tissue thickness from skinfolds and from ultrasound measures.

Despite the significant, strong, positive correlations demonstrated in the current
study, there was significant variance between skinfold and ultrasound measurement at
all three sites. Specifically, the skinfold measurements were consistently larger than ultra-
sound measures at all three sites. The discrepancy between the two techniques appears
to be further exacerbated when adipose tissue is larger, as shown by the bigger differ-
ence between skinfolds and ultrasound measures as the measures get larger in Table 1.
This observation is consistent with previous research [21]. Comparison of both ultrasound
and skinfold techniques to regional measures from dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DEXA) has indicated that ultrasound demonstrates a stronger relationship with DEXA
than skinfolds [35]. Although some of the error in the skinfold technique can be due to
poor technical skill, this was not the case in the current data set, as the lead researcher was
ISAK Level 3 with over 15 years of experience in completing skinfold measures. The larger
measurements achieved with the skinfold technique are likely a result of skinfold mea-
suring a slightly different aspect of surface anatomy to ultrasound and DEXA. When a
skinfold is raised, it includes a double layer of the dermis, and may also include more than
a single layer of adipose. Furthermore, using skinfold callipers to assess adipose tissue
can present difficulties when examining the separation of muscle and fat [21]. Ultrasound,
when used correctly, may give a more valid measure of the adipose tissue depth alone.
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Muller et al. [22] outlined the importance of the adipose being uncompressed, with a sig-
nificantly less-accurate measurement recorded when the ultrasound probe exerted any
pressure on the skin. The previous authors also noted that due to the nature of the skinfold
calliper measurement, compression of the adipose tissue cannot be avoided.

The larger difference between the two techniques on the front thigh location may also
be a result of slightly different body positions during the measurement. ISAK [17] stipulates
that when a skinfold measurement is taken at the front thigh site, the participant should
be seated with their back upright and leg straight. The quadricep muscles are relaxed to
allow for easier pick up of the skinfold. In the present study, ultrasound images were taken
with participant stood up with their feet shoulder-width apart. Although participants were
instructed to relax, there is likely to be an element of error included in this comparison
from the different body positions.

Previous comparisons of skinfold and ultrasound techniques have used mixed-sex
or female-only populations [21,22,27], and despite often demonstrating a strong linear
relationship between the techniques have consistently shown skinfolds to be higher. How-
ever, acknowledgement of the difference in compressibility between male and female
adipose tissue [23] indicates that the exact nature of the relationship between skinfolds and
ultrasound measures needs to be established in a sex-specific manner. This study provides
indication of this relationship for the untrained male population.

In conclusion, skinfold and ultrasound measurement techniques demonstrate signif-
icant, strong correlations that indicate a linear relationship between the two measures.
Caution should be exercised when assessing those with higher adipose deposits due to
some discrepancy from the linear trend when measures are high. Despite this, skinfolds
measure consistently higher than ultrasound and so the exact nature of the relationship
should be established on a population basis before using either technique as a surrogate
for the other.
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